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Abstract. In this paper we introduce a new compressed representation

for multiresolution models (MRM) of triangulated surfaces of 3D-objects.

Associated with the representation we present compression and decom-

pression algorithms. Our representation allows us to extract the surface

at variable resolution in time linear in the output size. It applies to MRMs

generated by di�erent simpli�cation algorithms like local vertex deletion

or edge and triangle collapse. The time required to transmit models over

communication lines and the space needed to store the MRMs is signi�-

cantly reduced.

1 Introduction and previous work

Triangle meshes are one of the most popular representations of surfaces for com-
puter graphics applications. On the one hand, rendering of triangles is widely
supported by hardware and, therefore, fast. On the other hand, there is an in-
creasing set of data acquisition techniques which generate triangle meshes as
output. However, most of these techniques generate much more triangles than
necessary to represent the given object with a small approximation error. Iso-
surface generation can create 1-10 millions of polygons. A digital map of Ger-
many with a resolution of 40 meters in North-to-South and West-to-East direc-
tion results in about 500M points. These huge amounts of data lead to problems
with data storage and post-processing programs. Animation and real-time ren-
dering of such data sets is almost impossible even on high performance graphics
hardware.

Various techniques were published that aimed to reduce surface complexity in
order to speed up rendering time [HH92,MSS94,KT96,SZL92,CVM+96,RKH96],
[CCMS97,HDD+93,Hop96,RR96,RB93,Tur92,EDD+95]. Aside from the mesh
simpli�cation algorithms recent research also focuses on multiresolution rep-
resentations of triangle meshes. A complex mesh is replaced by several levels of
detail (LODs). There are already a number of multiresolution models (MRMs)
which make it possible to extract view-dependently simpli�ed meshes at variable
resolution [dBD95,dFP95,CPS97], [KLR+95,Pup96,Hop96,KS96].

The models for terrain surfaces and parameterized free-form surfaces in our
previous work [KHK96] allow us to refrain from storing the connectivity 1 of
the meshes as well as the hierarchy between the di�erent LODS. This leads to
a massive data reduction for the MRM. In the other, more general models, the

1 The connectivity of a triangle mesh comprehends all adjacency relationships of the

mesh.



connectivity and the hierarchy have to be stored explicitly. Since the number
of triangles of the multiresolution model is about three times the number of
original triangles, it is often impossible to be keep large models in memory. Data
reduction of the connectivity and the hierarchy is indispensable for real-time
applications.

A �rst step into this direction were the progressive meshes proposed by Hoppe
[Hop96]. Although with this approach high reduction rates are feasible only re-
stricted selective re�nement is possible. His recent paper [Hop97] concentrates
on this de�ciency but at the expense of storage e�ciency. Note that the pro-
gressive meshes are based on a special mesh simpli�cation technique, the edge
collapse operation. The Multi-Triangulation (MT) introduced by Puppo [Pup96]
is more general in the sense that it can be combined with di�erent simpli�cation
techniques. In [KK97] we generalized the MT proposed by Puppo for surface
meshes embedded in 3D, but for large models the storage needed to store the
connectivity and the hierarchy is to high. Therefore, in this paper we propose a
new approach, which signi�cantly reduces the storage costs of the model.

2 The simpli�cation algorithm and the multiresolution

model

2.1 The simpli�cation algorithm

The simpli�cation algorithm simpli�es the input triangulation by successively
removing vertices [SZL92]. The minimal one-sided Hausdor� distance between
the current triangulation and the simpli�ed one determines which vertex is re-
moved next. A priority queue is used to speed up the computation of the next
vertex [KLS96]. All triangles incident to a removed vertex are eliminated from
the current triangulation and the resulting hole is retriangulated. From the sev-
eral possible retriangulations an application dependent optimal one is chosen. A
closer look on the di�erent retriangulation strategies reveals that the edge col-
lapse operation can be considered as a special retriangulation technique [KK97].
The simpli�cation algorithm stops if no further vertices can be removed from
the simpli�ed triangulation without violating an approximation criterion. The
criterion used in our reduction algorithm limits the one-sided Hausdor� distance
between the input triangulation and the simpli�ed one.

2.2 The Multi-Triangulation

In the following we briey describe a data structure for the MT as proposed in
[Pup96,KK97]. Besides a list of vertices and a list of triangles the data structure
contains a list of fragments and a coarse and therefore small starting triangula-
tion T0, e.g. a tetrahedron. The fragments encode localized re�nement steps and
consist of two small sets of connected triangles, the coarse oor and the �ner
ceiling with the same border polygon, see Figure 1. As the ceiling can replace
the oor in order to re�ne the triangulation, the fragments implicitly de�ne the
hierarchy between di�erent levels of detail. In the case of vertex removement,



each fragment represents one vertex elimination. The indices of the triangles
incident to the removed vertex are listed within the fragment in the list ceiling

and the indices of the triangles in the retriangulation are stored in the list oor.
Additionally, the global one-sided Hausdor� distance between the mesh without
the removed vertex and the original triangulation is stored in each fragment.
Each triangle keeps two pointers to the upper and lower fragment it belongs to.
These interconnect the fragments that overlap and complete the storage of the
hierarchy among the fragments.
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Fig. 1. a) The connectivity of a vertex removement operation is stored in a fragment

composed of two lists of triangles { the oor and the ceiling. Each triangle stores its

upper and lower fragment, what makes the hierarchy reconstructible. b) The acyclic

graph of dependences among the fragments.

3 Using patterns for compression

The main idea of the compression algorithm is based on the following observa-
tions:

1. The number of triangles in the fragments is small and bounded by the max-
imum order of the removed vertices.

2. The fragments with the same number of vertices only di�er in the triangu-
lation of the oor.

Therefore, only a few di�erent triangulation types appear in the fragments. For
a pentagon all possible triangulations can be obtained from one of its triangu-
lations by rotations. The storage needs for the connectivity of the MT can be



signi�cantly reduced if the connectivity information is stored exclusively for the
equivalence classes 2 of triangulations. To reconstruct a fragment in the current
triangulation beside the index of its equivalence class, two indices of adjacent
vertices must be known, see �gure 2. From these so called anchor vertices to-
gether with the connectivity of the equivalence class the complete fragment in
the current triangulation can be reconstructed, see �gure 2. The �rst anchor
vertex determines the position of the fragment in the current triangulation and
the second �xes the orientation. In the following the di�erent equivalence classes
of triangulations are called patterns. In the more general case, where the con-
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Fig. 2. A fragment is reconstructible from two anchor vertices together with the con-

nectivity of the equivalent class. The anchor vertices 0,1 are equivalent to the vertices

247 and 253 in the current triangulation.

nectivity of the ceiling is not predetermined, the connectivity of the fragment is
stored in form of two patterns composing a rule.

3.1 Progressive transmission

The model described so far makes progressive transmission possible. For each
fragment the index of the corresponding rule, the �rst anchor vertex and the
orientation of the fragment is needed. To store the orientation of the fragment
we use the fact that the order in which the vertices are transmitted is �xed.
Therefore, among the neighbor vertices of the �rst anchor vertex exists a vertex
with smallest index. Starting from this vertex the neighbors of the �rst anchor
vertex are indexed counterclockwise. If the order of the �rst anchor vertex is
limited to 16, four bits are enough to uniquely de�ne the second anchor vertex
and thus the orientation of the fragment. For progressive transmission the storage
of each fragment decomposes into one byte for the index of the pattern, four bytes
for the index of the �rst anchor vertex and 4 bits to encode the orientation. This
sums up to 44 bits per fragment. In the case of highly reduced models the

2 Each type of triangulation forms an equivalence class.



number of fragments is the same as the number of vertices. This yields nearly
the same compression rate as progressive meshes { also for the more general case
of vertex removement. The only overhead compared to the progressive meshes
is the storage needed for the rules, which is negligible as each oor triangulation
can be encoded in one triangle strip and the ceilings are predetermined.

3.2 Compressing the hierarchy

As the hierarchy in this stage is not explicitly stored the model does not allow
us to extract a triangulation at variable resolution in time linear in the output
size. In the original MT all fragments contain pointers to their triangles and vice
versa all triangles contain pointers to their upper and lower fragments to store
the hierarchy. Without further compression techniques the amount of storage
required is 160 bytes per vertex 3, [Gum98].

Since in our pattern based approach the triangles are implicitly stored in the
equivalence classes, the hierarchy is stored using links between the fragments.
Suppose for example that the oor of fragment f i joins some triangles with
the ceiling of fragment f j (compare �gure 1). This implies that the ceiling of
fragment f i cannot be inserted before the ceiling of f j is present in the current
triangulation. Therefore, f i depends upon f j and we say f i directly covers f j . In
the pattern based approach the hierarchy can be represented by all the direct
dependences among the fragments. Therefore, we link for each fragment the
directly covered fragments in a closed linked list called loop (see �gure 3). The
crucial point is that the links of each loop are stored within the covered fragments
themselves. Thus in each fragment f one downward pointing link and a list of
upward pointing links is stored. The downward link begins the loop containing
the fragments which are directly covered by f and the list of upward links carry
on the loops of the fragments which directly cover f . Each link of a loop consists
of a fragment index and a loop index. The fragment index speci�es the next
covered fragment f in the loop and the loop index gives the position of the next
link of this loop within the list of upward links of fragment f .

This allows us bi-directional navigation among the directly overlapping frag-
ments. The covering fragments can be found by following all upward links to
the end of the corresponding loop. As the number of triangles in a fragment
is limited, also the lengths of the loops are limited and therefore the covering
fragments can be found in constant time.

To analyze the storage needs of our approach we have to count the number
of links in all loops. Each link corresponds to a direct overlap of two fragments.
Thus we introduce the number of overlaps u. The measurements in section 4 show
that the relation between u and the number of fragments f is u � 5

2
f in the case

of vertex decimation, which can also be founded with a probabilistic argument
[Gum98]. In addition to the u links for each fragment the following quantities
have to be stored to give full access to the connectivity and the hierarchy:

1. the indices of two anchor vertices
2. the index of the rule representing the fragment's connectivity

3 We assume that vertex indices and pointers are encoded with 32 bits.



Fig. 3. The oor of the upper fragment covers three other fragments. The four frag-

ments are linked together starting and ending at the covering fragment. Note that the

elements of the single linked list are stored in the fragments.

3. the number of loops the fragment is contained in

4. the downward link.

As the extracted triangulation is only restricted to the hierarchy, the neighbors
of a vertex are not �xed. This is the reason why the second anchor vertex has
to be explicitly stored.

In [KK97] it is proposed to limit the order of the removed vertices to accel-
erate the simpli�cation algorithm. A maximum order of ten limits the maximal
number of rules to 7147 [Gum98]. As the number of triangles in the ceiling of
the fragments is the same as the order of the removed vertex, also the maximal
number of loops a fragment is contained in is limited by ten. Thus the rule index
and the number of loops can together be encoded in sixteen bits.

As each loop points back to the beginning, it contains one element more
than the number of overlaps it describes. Therefore, the downward links in the
fragments must be counted separately. Each link consists of a fragment index
and a loop index. If we assume 32 bits per vertex index, also a fragment index
can be encoded in 32 bits and the loop index in 4 bits, which sums up to 36 bits
per link.

Altogether, the storage needed for the connectivity and the hierarchy in the
pattern based multiresolution model sums up to:

SpbMRM � f � (64 + 16 + 36)bits + u� 36bits

� f �

�
116 +

5

2
� 36

�
bits = 206fbits



Recalling that the number of fragments is about the number of vertices, 26 bytes
per vertex are required for the pattern based multiresolution model. Compared
to the MT data structure this corresponds to a reduction factor of six. Again
the overhead needed to store the rules is negligible for large models.

3.3 Building a compressed multiresolution model

There are two possibilities to build a compressed multiresolution model. Either
the model is extracted from a MT or it is directly build from the simpli�cation
algorithm. The �rst method is slightly simpler as the hierarchy is explicitly stored
in the MT. The simpli�cation algorithm successively provides the triangles in
the ceiling and the oor of the fragment corresponding to the removed vertex.
If for each triangle in the current triangulation temporarily its upper fragment
is stored, the covering fragments can be determined from the triangles in the
ceiling. The newly produced fragment must be inserted into the loops of the
covering fragments.

In both methods the di�cult part is to extract the rules from the fragments.
Therefore, a comparison algorithm for patterns was developed, which runs in
O(n�o

2
max) time, where n is the number of vertices in the pattern and omax the

maximal order of its vertices. If the comparison of two patterns is successful, the
algorithm produces a map between the pattern vertices. This makes it possible
to determine the anchor vertices of fragments whose rule was extracted earlier.
As omax is limited to eight 4 and n to ten, the comparison algorithm runs in
constant time. Nevertheless to improve performance we de�ned a Hash-Code on
patterns. Major increments are the number of vertices and the vertex orders. To
achieve a distinct Hash-Code for patterns and their mirror images the order of
the border vertices is exploited. Our Hash-Code is unique for all oor patterns
with less than nine vertices [Gum98].

3.4 Incremental selective re�nement algorithm

Within a speci�c application, a criterion must be available to de�ne the required
resolution of the multiresolution model. The standard approach is to de�ne a
boolean condition c on the triangles of the multiresolution model. If a triangle is
invalid, the triangles in the ceiling of its upper fragment are inserted to re�ne the
triangle. In the pattern based approach the triangles are not stored explicitly.
Here the condition c is de�ned on each overlap of two fragments, i.e. on each
upward link. This is completely su�cient and if the conditions of the triangles in
an overlap can be combined to one condition, the storage space for c is reduced.
For example the Hausdor� distance between a triangle and the original mesh can
easily be combined by choosing the maximal distance among the triangles in an
overlap. Often it is su�cient to de�ne the condition c only on the fragments.

The extracted triangulation additionally must obey to the criterion of "min-
imal re�nement", i.e. it must be the coarsest triangulation that is extractable

4 Only the oor patterns must be compared. These only contain border vertices, the

number of which is restricted by the removed vertex.



from the multiresolution model satisfying c. Our incremental algorithm is based
on the storage of the current triangulation, which satis�es c and the "minimal re-
�nement" criterion. If the condition c is changed by the application, the current
triangulation is adapted to the new condition c in two steps. First the triangula-
tion is coarsened: top fragments 5 containing exclusively valid upward links are
removed from the triangulation, until no such fragments are left over. To remove
a fragment from the current triangulation, the vertices of the rule are mapped to
the vertices of the current triangulation by using the two anchor vertices and a
modi�ed comparison algorithm. Then the triangles in the ceiling of the fragment
are replaced by the triangles in the oor.

In the second step the current triangulation is re�ned until all overlaps con-
tained in the current triangulation satisfy the condition c. Re�nement is achieved
by inserting a fragment: in the current triangulation the oor triangles of a frag-
ment are replaced with its ceiling triangles, introducing the previously removed
vertex. Two problems have to be solved:

1. How to �nd the fragments to the overlaps contained in the current triangu-
lation ?

2. How to ensure that the oor of a to be inserted fragment is part of the
current triangulation ?

To solve the �rst problem, we enumerate the vertices and their corresponding
fragments in the order the vertices are removed by the reduction algorithm.
This gives us a one to one correspondence between the removed vertices and the
fragments. By the way, because of this trick we don't have to store the indices of
the removed vertices in the fragments, as they are given by the fragment index.
Each triangle in the current triangulation belongs to an overlap that has to be
checked for re�nement. From the fragments corresponding to the corner vertices
of the triangles inserted at last { thus the one with the smallest index { must
contain the triangle in its ceiling, because all triangles around an inserted vertex
are newly introduced to the current triangulation.

The second problem can be solved with the recursive algorithm layFoundation:

Algorithm layFoundation(f)

for all fragments fi in loop below of f do

if fi is not inserted then

layFoundation(fi)

insertFragment(fi)

endif

endfor

Before insertion a fragment must be founded, i.e. all triangles in the oor of the
fragment are forced into the current triangulation. This is achieved by following

5 A fragment is a top fragment of the current triangulation, if all triangles of its

ceiling are contained in the current triangulation. Then the fragment lays on top

of the hierarchy restricted to the fragments with ceiling triangles in the current

triangulation.



the downward loop to all covered fragments and insert them in the same way. As
each fragment is visited exactly once by layFoundation, the re�nement algorithm
is linear in the output size.

4 Measurements

In this section we present measurements on several models of di�erent size. The
basic characteristics and the storage needs for the pattern based multiresolution
model and the Multi-Triangulation are tabulated in table 1. The implicit surface
was produced with a marching cube algorithm. The femur- and the jaw-bones
where scanned with a CT-scanner and their triangulations were also obtained by
a marching cube algorithm. The face was scanned with a 3D-scanner and trian-
gulated. Satellite elevation data forms the landscape model. All multiresolution
models were produced by a simpli�cation algorithm based on vertex decimation.

model n f u SpbMRM SMT Sgeometry

SpbMRM

SMT

surface 1340 1303 2.31f 36kB 178kB 31kB 4.9

femur 5594 5296 2.40f 155kB 795kB 131kB 5.3

face 12530 12446 2.40f 346kB 1770kB 294kB 5.2

jaw 12349 11990 2.39f 335kB 1759kB 289kB 5.3

landscape 29141 28995 2.46f 811kB 4261kB 683kB 5.4

Table 1. The table shows for several models the number of vertices n, the number of

fragments f produced by vertex removement, the storage needs for connectivity and

hierarchy in the cases of the pattern based model and the Multi-Triangulation, the

additional storage needs for coordinates and normals and �nally the fraction between

the storage needs for connectivity and hierarchy.

Table 1 shows that the storage needs for connectivity and hierarchy in the case
of the pattern based multiresolution model is in the order of the storage needs for
the geometry, whereas the Multi-Triangulation consumes more than �ve times
more for connectivity and hierarchy. The factor of six between the pattern based
approach and the Multi-Triangulation is not quite achieved. The �rst reason is
the storage needs for the rules, which inuences especially the smaller models.
The second reason is that the models are not completely reduced.

The pattern based approach makes only sense if the time performance is still
acceptable for real-time applications. A comparison of the selective re�nement
algorithms6 for the pattern based approach and the Multi-Triangulation show
that the assymptotic running time is the same. As shown in [Pup96] for ver-
tex decimation with limited fragment size, the running time is linear in the size
of the output triangulation. To validate the linear running time for the pat-
tern based approach we measured the time performance of our re�nement and

6 The selective re�nement algorithm re�nes the axiom until a demanded resolution

criterion is ful�lled.



coarsening algorithm with a view-independent resolution criterion. We started
with the axiom, then set the allowed global error to zero and re�ned to the
original triangulation. Subsequently, we set the allowed error to in�nity and
coarsened the current triangulation down to the axiom. We measured the time
needed for several repetitions of this process and computed the average number
of vertices which can be removed or inserted per second. It turned out that our
implementation of the pattern based approach is only slightly (a factor of 1.5)
slower than the corresponding process for our own [KLS96] implementation of
the Multi-Triangulation. Table 2 tabulates the measurements for each model.

vert./sec MHz cache second surface femur face jaw landsc.

size/KB 36 155 346 335 811

R4000 100 8 KB 1 MB 14,320 10,787 8,884 8,677 7,890

R4600 100 16 KB { 15,629 11,509 9,978 9,547 9,613

R8000 75 16 KB 2 MB 23,515 21,900 21,704 20,890 18,222

R10000 175 32 KB 1 MB 60,325 36,689 24,075 23,674 17,481

Table 2. The table shows for each model the number of vertices, i.e. the number

of fragments, which can be inserted or removed per second. The measurements were

performed on di�erent SGI workstations with di�erent cache sizes.

The measurements were performed on di�erent SGI workstations with di�erent
cache and secondary cache sizes. The necessary main memory increases from
67KB for the implicit surface to 1:5MB for the landscape model. In addition
to the model the current triangulation has to be stored during the re�nement
and coarsening process. In our implementation the representation of the current
triangulation in the highest resolution consumes about 1:7 times the storage
needs of the connectivity and hierarchy of the pattern based multiresolution
model. Together with the geometry data the consumed main memory reaches
from 130KB to 2:9MB. The model of the jaw-bone consumes approximately
1MB.

The R4600 has no secondary cache and the R8000 has enough secondary cache
to keep the complete model. On these two work stations the linear time perfor-
mance is nicely demonstrated. The smaller models are slightly faster because of
the primary cache of 16KB. With a secondary cache size of 1MB for the R4000
and the R10000 the analyzed models partially �t and partially do not �t into
the secondary cache. Thus the running time is not linear anymore in the size of
the model. The larger primary cache of 32KB of the R10000 additionally speeds
up the algorithms for small models, such that the implicit surface performs 3:5
times faster than the landscape.

In a typical real-time application for selective re�nement, there are only a few
updates to the current triangulation between two successive frames. Suppose we
want 30 frames per second. The re�nement and coarsening algorithms can insert
or remove about 18; 000 vertices per second on an O2/R10000, thus about 600
vertices per frame. If we further suppose that not more than ten percent of the



triangles change between two successive frames and that we may consume about
half of the CPU time for the re�nement and coarsening algorithm, we can render
a simpli�ed scene with about 3; 000 triangles in real-time.

5 Conclusion

All simpli�cation algorithms based on vertex removement, edge or triangle col-
lapse are well suited to build up the pattern based multiresolution model pro-
posed in this paper. This multiresolution model supports selective re�nement
as necessary for view-dependent visualization. The high reduction rates of the
storage costs achieved by the use of patterns allow one to process much larger
models than with the other multiresolution models described in the literature7.
We also showed that the time performance of selective re�nement is only slightly
decreased by the pattern based approach if compared to the Multi-Triangulation.
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